
FACTORS OF NUMBERS

11 _

36=

64=

40=
'71 

-

1. Write as many multiplication equations as you can that equal these numbers.

Forexample,20=2x10, 10 x2,4 x 5,5 x 4, 1 x20,20 x 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(fl

(s)

(h)

Factors are numbers that can be evenly divided into another number.
For example, the factors of 12 are 1,2,3, 4,6, 12.

2. Write the factors of the numbers below.

(a) 18 =

(c) g=

(b) 25 =

(d) 12 =

(f) 1s =

(h) 50 =

3. Write the factors that these sets of numbers have in common.

(a) 6, 9, 12, 30 (b) 10,30, e0

(c) 16, 32, 6a

(e) 12,28,44

(d) 4,8, 14,26

(s) 6, e,2r

(0 ls,40,60

(h) 21, s6,70

ti 27,45,99(i) 12, 18,24

4. lf a number is written 53 it means 5 x 5 x 5. Show what each means and provide an answer.

(e) a0 =

b) zq=

(a)

h)

(e)

List the factors of 100.

X (b) 7. =

(d) s'=

(f) 10, =

objective ldentifres, generctet and rccords lactots ol whole nunbo6.
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COMMON FACTORS AND MULTIPLES

1. Write the common factors of each pair of
numbers. Circle the highest common factor.

(a) The factors of 9 are 

-, -

(a)6and8 HCF=-LCM=

(b)

(c)

(d)

The factors of 18 are

**t;,;toris-.
The factors of 4 are 

-,
The factors of 12 arc

The highest common factor is 

-.
The factors of 16 are

The factors of 24 are

The highest common factor is 

-.
The factors of 1 8 are 

-
The factors of 30 are

The highest common factor is 

-.

2.

Common mu ltiples/Lowest common multiples
The multiples of 2are:2 4@8 10 12 ...

The multiples of 6are:@tz 18 24 30 36...
The common multiples of 2 and 6 are 6, 12 ...
The lowest common multiple of 2 and 6 is @.

Write the common multiples of each pair of
numbers. Circle the lowest common multiple.

(a) The first multiples of 2 are 

-,
The first multiples of 4 are 

-(b) The first multiples of 3

The first multiples of 9

(c) The first multiples of 2 arc 

-,
The flrst multiples of I are 

-(d) The first multiples of 5 are 

-,
The first multiples of 10 are 

-,rite the highest common factor and lowest common

are

are

The lowest common

multiple is 

-.The lowest common

multiple is 

-.The lowest common

multiple is 

-.The lowest common

multiple is

multiple of these pairs of numbers.

(b) I and 12 HCF = 

- 

LCM =

Common factors/H ig hest common factors
The factors of 4 are: 1 2 @
The factors of I are : 1 2@8
The common factors of 4 and I are 1.2 and 4.

The hig hest common factor of 4 and I is @.

objective Eecognises highest connon lactoB aN! lowest common nultiples.
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PERIMETER AND AREA

Area is the space inside a shape and perimeter is the distance around the edge of a shape.

1. Find the area and perimeter of these shapes.

(a) (b)

P=-cm
A=-cm2

P=-cm
A=-Cm2 (c) P=-cm

A=-Cfi2
(e)(d)

(f)

Find the perimeter and area of the shapes

and multiply the length by the breadth to

(a)

5m

D-

P:-cm
A : 

- 

CITI2

below Remember to add all the
flnd the area.

sides to find the perimeter

(b)

_m
m2

D_

A=-m2

3. What do you

(a) in 0u 1?

(b) in Ou 2?

7m

notice about the perimeters:

Draw 3 shapes with an area of 20 cm2. What are the perimeters?

P=-m
A= m2

4. lf the perimeters of the shapes

are the same, are the areas

also the same?

@@

5m

4m

0bjective Uses approp ale rcsotrces aorl metho.ls to neasurc arca an.l petimetet
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SQUARE CENTIMETRES

5cm 2cm

The area of quadrilaterals can be calculated by multiplying the length by the breadth measurement
Area = lx b. Some shapes may need to be divided into 2 smaller shapes which would then be added.

1. Work out the area of the following shapes using the above formula.

Ia) tb)

cm

4cm
6cm

Ie)

2. Measure the sides of each shape in cm then multiply the length by the breadth to find the area.

(a) (c)

Area=LxB

Area=_x Area=-x- Area =-x-
Area = 

-cm2 
Area = 

-cm2
Area = 

-cm2

Area = Lx B Area =- x-
Area = 

-cm'
area of your desk top by measuring and

multiplying the length by the breadth.

4cm

Area=LxB Area=-x-+_x
Area = 

-cm'
Area=-x

(c)

(b)

Ie)
(d)

cm2

6cm 2cm

Area = Lx B Area=LxB

Area = 

-cm2

Uses apprcNiaE rcsources anal nethods to measwe atea.
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